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ARCHITECTURE B GRADE DIGITAL 

FORMER HAMILTON CPO 

Beautiful lighting and a well seen Image with great 
architectural details. 
Lacking a little symmetry that could have been 
corrected in camera or in Photo shop. 
But none the less well done                                
HONOURS 

KALON MEDRESSA 

Good exposure for such mixed lighting, The bricks on the left need 
to be cropped out as they draw the eye out of the frame. A focal 
point at the end would have taken this is a higher level. Good detail                          
HC 

MADE IN INDIA 

Stunning detail, near perfect symmetry, great 
lighting with detail control inside and outside of 
the building. Excellent focal point in the door at 
the end leading the viewer thru the Image and 

wanting more.                Honours 
P:  One tiny detail was missed and that was you could have removed the street 
cone on the left side of the Image. 

KALON MOSQUE 

Beautiful architectural arches and play of light and shadow. 
The bright area of wall on the left hand edge of the Image is 
 distracting and draws the eye totally out of the Image. We enjoyed 
the small X on the wall near the end of the arches.     HC 
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ARCHITECTURE B GRADE DIGITAL CONTINUED 

SIDNEY CROWN 

Interesting Geometric patterns gave rise to much debate about 
this image. 
The middle vertical is not straight which was a little disturbing as It 
stands it’s a little busy and we felt a little more symmetry could 
help. But it is an Image with a great deal of potential so please try 
some different compositions in Photoshop.           MERIT 
 
 

AN OLDIE BUT A GOODIE 

Dramatic sky and beautifully worked B&W rendering 
make this Image 
Straight verticals and ex tonal range, the square tight all 
over crop works. 
HONOURS 

SKY TOWER 

Good symmetry, however the lighting is flat. It is worth  
revisiting and trying at different times of the day or even at 
night.                     ACCEPTED 

POINT 

Good concept, not quite symmetrical which would have enhanced 
the Image. The small space at the bottom creates a wonderful  
tension with the mass and the point looming down on it. 
The Image however was somewhat let down by the choice of  
post-production techniques. There is a halo around the point and 

noise in the blue sky.  MERIT 
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OPEN B GRADE  

TURUA BUS STOP 

A lovely documentary Image that tells a story 
about our changing architectural styles 
The lighting was un flattering on the front of 
the building so we suggest you go back if you 
can and retake this Image in better lighting 
conditions.                   Merit 

BLACK BILLED GULL 

Good clean back ground, perhaps waiting a 
little longer for the Gull to lift off would 
have added the drama or dynamic that is a 
little lacking. 
Sharp and well exposed                               
ACCEPTED 

I AM WATCHING YOU 

Good use of Shallow DOF or a very long lens to 
eliminate the background and isolate the bird and 
branch. 
Looks as if it may have been cropped heavily as 
there is quite a bit of noise. 
Good composition and lighting   MERIT 

ARCHITECTURE B GRADE CONTINUED 
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IN A GALAXY FAR FAR AWAY 

Astro Photography is always such a pleasure 
to view. 
This Image is well exposed with plenty of  
detail, although a little soft through out 
Keep up the good work, good effort for a 
challenging subject.   HC 

NGAURUHOE DAWN 

Well composed and taken at the decisive 
moment as the sun dawned. This is an  
Image that certainly held our attention and 
interest. 
Well done                HONOURS 

LOST IN TRANSLATION 

Interesting B&W treatment which helps tie the 
elements together 
But the tile says it all as we too were left  
wondering what the significance of what we 
were looking at was. Revisit your compositional 
lines it just misses on most counts         
ACCEPTED 


